In view of shortcomings when solving the constrained parameters in model predictive control, a novel chaotic small-world optimization algorithm based on real-coding is proposed to solve this kind of optimization problem by using chaotic map to generate initial node set and construct operators. The algorithm is tested with other excellent algorithms to optimize several complex functions indicates that it can effectively avoid local minimum and quickly find out the optimum value, and is suitable for real-time optimization of the process control. Finally, it is applied to typical model predictive control of constrained linear discrete system, and its optimal control performance is proved again by comparing with the quadratic programming algorithm and particle swarm optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Actual industrial process control is always constrained by the actuator mechanism (such as valves, switches, baffle, etc.), and the effective control input is always in a limited range. In recent years, using model predictive control to solve the control problem of constrained systems (CMPC) has been widely concerned. D. Q. Mayne et al. (2000) have elaborated the predictive control of the constrained linear and nonlinear dynamic systems. For the constrained linear systems, Scokaert and Rawlings (1998) have further illustrated the optimization problem of the infinite receding horizon LQR with input and state constraints, solving the mismatch problem of the open-loop and closed-loop system models on the basis of the study of Sznaier and Damborg (1987) . Although the algorithm is simple, its solution is not so optimal as the solution obtained by using model predictive control when dealing with the constrained problems. Therefore, for the industrial process control, the study of constrained model predictive control is of great significance.
The traditional quadratic programming (QP) (Kouvaritakis et al. 2002) method may not find out the global optimal solution when solving the constrained predictive control problems (Dong et al. 2009 ). Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Godoy et al. 2009 , Zhen et al. 2009 ) as a novel optimization algorithm, has been well developed in the optimal control system because of its simple structure and no more adjustment of large number of parameters (Xiao et al. 2008 , El-Zonkoly 2009 , Tsenga et al. 2009 ). Coelhoa et al. (2005) used PSO into the greenhouse temperature predictive controller, solving the constrained optimization problems effectively and achieving the temperature model predictive control of the greenhouse room in northern Portugal. Zhang and Lu (2006) used PSO into design of the model predictive controller based on fuzzy decision theory, controlling the uncertain, nonlinear, and large delay unit plant. Song et al. (2007) , Sandou and Olaru (2008) also introduced PSO into constrained model predictive control, obtaining the optimal control solution. But PSO still has some limitations such as premature, long on-line computing time and so on (Song et al.2007 ).
Small-world algorithm is a new "social imitation" algorithm, which was inspired by the six degrees of separation (Milgram 1967) in Social Network, and was obtained based on the theory that social network is an intermediate network form and the shortest path theory. Du et al. (2005) first used the social network search mechanism to solve the optimization problems and proposed the binary-coding small-world algorithm in 2005. Then Li et al. (2009) proposed the decimal-coding small-world algorithm. proposed an improved small-world algorithm which tracking the search process and replacing the stagnation nodes to solve the stagnation problem. Considering the shortcomings for particle swarm optimization, Mu et al. (2009) combined small-world network with particle swarm and proposed a particle swarm optimization algorithm by using fundamental characteristics of small-world network neighborhood structure. Yang and Wang (2007) proposed a decentralized small-world optimization strategy based on distributed search model of small-world network and the optimal network description proposed by Kleinberg (2004) , verifying the strategy has a faster convergence speed and better search performances.
However, these above-mentioned small-world algorithms all have used encoding and decoding, which may cause a long coded string and complicated encoding and decoding calculations, especially for the multi-parameter optimization. Moreover, the searching efficiency and accuracy also need to improve for them. To solve these problems, the paper first proposes the small-world optimization algorithm based on random real-coding. As the seemingly random chaos implies a delicate internal structure, has ergodicity, randomness, and can track any state in a certain scope without repetition according to its regularity (Wang et al. 2006) , the paper applies chaotic map into the new real-coding small-world algorithm in order to generate the initial node set and make it have diversity. Meanwhile, chaotic search mechanism is introduced into the operator construction process by using the strong chaotic search ability in small space to avoid the stagnation under single search mechanism, thus the paper further proposes a new chaotic small-world optimization algorithm. Simulation experiments based on international standard test functions show that the algorithm can effectively overcome the shortages of the currently available small-world optimization algorithm and greatly improve its optimization ability.
PREDICTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY

Model Predictive Control
Consider the input and output discrete difference model of an n-order controlled plant:
Where a i , b j (i=1, 2, … , n; j=0, 1, … , m) are constant coefficients determined by the system structural parameters. Generally, n≥m, and u(k), y(k) represent input and output of the controlled plant respectively.
The controlled plant can be described by the following standard state space:
x(k) and u(k) are representative of the state vector and input vector of the system in the state of k-th sampling time. For convenience, express the prediction sequence by X(k) and U(k):
Where N is the predictive time domain, u(k+N-1|k) and x(k+N|k) are the predictive values of system input vector and output vector in the state of (k+i)-th sampling time obtained in the state of k-th sampling time. Therefore, the predictive model is as follows:
Combining the linear state space model and the input prediction sequence U(k), the state predictive value vector can be described as the following simplified forms:
From the above formula and state space model, the output predictive values can be obtained:
Optimization Criterion
Predictive control law is obtained by optimization calculations that make the objective function minimum. The objective function is usually expressed as follows:
Where ( | ) w k i k  is the object output reference trajectory, and the objective function is the function of y(k+i|k) and u(k+i|k), therefore, the ideal system input sequence U*(k) can be solved by the following formula:
Taking (6) into (7), the objective optimization criterion can be obtained:
Where U(k) i is the i-th line of the input vector U(k).
Contrained Optimization Strategy
The real advantage of model predictive control is that it can solve the constrained optimization problems by some online calculations. Now we will solve the transformation problem of constraint conditions. Suppose that the system input and state constraint conditions are:
Taking the input predictive value u(k+i|k) and the state predictive value x(k+i|k) into (10), the constraint conditions can be obtained as follows:
The above two constraint conditions can be written in the following form: (Yuan et al.2008) Small-world network optimization can be described as the information transfer process from the candidate solutions to the optimal solution in the search space. The optimization process is shown in Fig. 1 . Consider the optimization process as the information transfer process from candidate nodes to the optimal nodes, and also take into account the small-world effect in the transfer process, that is, a candidate node transfer to the optimal node by short distance connection and random long distance connection, and the information that transfers in this process is solution of the optimization model. 
Random Neighborhood Construction Based on Ndimensional Spherical Real-coding
Real-coding directly uses real numbers to represent the optimized parametric variables instead of using binary or decimal coding strings. Set the optimized parameter vector
n is the number of the optimized parametric variables. , , ,
Suppose that the i-th node of the k-th generation is the current node v i (k), which is expressed as center of an ndimensional sphere. j  is the node set of neighborhood or non-neighborhood of the center point, whose coordinates are generated randomly. In order to construct the neighborhood node set vividly and directly, the paper proposes that construct neighborhood and non-neighborhood node set of small-world network based on n-dimensional sphere realcoding, as shown in (13):
, which is the distance between the neighborhood or non-neighborhood node j  and the current node v i (k). Set l as the radius of the ndimensional sphere in (13), then the l-neighborhood node set of v i (k) is:
And the non-neighborhood node set is:
CHAOTIC SMALL-WORLD OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The above-mentioned real-coding small-world optimization algorithm selects coordinates randomly in the construction process of the neighborhood and non-neighborhood node sets, which has affected the local search ability of the algorithm. And what's more, the initial population is generated randomly, which makes it difficult to ensure abundant modes in a population. Therefore, chaotic search mechanism was introduced into small-world optimization algorithm. Taking into account that the Logistic equation has good global stability and fewer calculations, so we use the Logistic map when 4   to generate the chaotic variables:
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Where x(k) is the value of the chaotic variable in its k-th iteration, and ( ) [0,1] xk .
Construction of Chaotic Small-world Optimization
First, construct neighborhood and non-neighborhood node sets of the current node v i (k). Construct an n-dimensional sphere with v i (k) as the center, with neighborhood l of v i (k) as the radius r, and generate a more uniform set of coordinates using chaotic optimization. Considering there may be some coordinate points do not belong to the optimization space when the coordinate of v i (k) is at the edge of optimization space, the number of sets need to be more. Second, generate a random number rand. Set P s the short distance connection probability, if P s >rand, carry out the local short distance connection search, select one node as the node in the temporary local network of the current node from the constructed neighborhood node set to do the short distance information transmission. If not, carry out the random long distance search, select one node from the constructed non-neighborhood node set to do the long distance information transmission. Finally, find out the optimal node in the temporary local network of each node, as the i-th node v i (k+1) of the (k+1)-th generation.
Basic Steps of the Algorithm
Step1: initialize the node number m, the largest search iterative times K max , the size of the temporary local network N i , short distance connection search probability P s , the size of the node neighborhood l, initial value of the search iterative times k = 0, and provide the theoretical optimal value f * , precision ε and the value of M, which is related to the number of the initial value generated by the chaotic map.
Step2: Determine the fitness function, generate M realcoding nodes by the chaotic Logistic map (M > m), and calculate the fitness value of each node.
Step3: Find out m better nodes as the initial node set of the small-world of optimization space, and find out the initial optimal value, which is closest to the optimal value of the optimized plant, denoted by f(k).
Step4: Carry out while-loop, whose termination condition is that if iterative times is greater than K max or the optimization accuracy has been achieved, stop search and output the optimal value and the optimal node (When k>K max , but the high optimization accuracy has still not be reached, the optimal value will be the closest value to the optimal value of the optimized plant in the k-th generation optimization), otherwise, continue.
Step5: Carry out total N i times chaotic small-world local short distance connection search and random long distance search for every node v i (k) in every generation node set. Use the N i obtained searching results to construct the temporary local network of each node, and use the optimal node of this network as the i-th node v i (k+1) in the (k+1)-th generation.
Step6: Carry out m small-world search for each generation node set based on Step5, which will produce the (k+1)-th generation node set with m nodes. Then compare the m nodes in the (k+1)-th generation to find out the optimal value and the optimal node, and return back to Step4 to determine whether start the next generation search according to the terminal condition.
Function Test
Use chaotic real-coding small-world optimization (CRS), binary-coding small-world (B-SW) and PSO (Wang et al. 2010) : min ( , , , ) . , , , [ 10,10]
Test Results
Parameters are set as follows: the initial node set m=30; the largest iterative times K max =30; the short distance connection probability P s =0.8; the temporary local network size N i =4; M=400, which is related to the number of the nodes Use the above-mentioned algorithm to do 60 tests for each test function, and the termination conditions are same. Take the mean value of 60 searched optimal values as the optimal value of the experiment, and take the mean value of 60 simulation time as the final simulation time. Concrete results are shown in Table 1 , where "Fun" represents the test function; "SGOV" represents the function standard global optimal value; "GOV" represents the optimal value searched by the algorithm; "ST" represents simulation runtime.
Result Analysis
It can be seen from Table 1 that the CRS algorithm proposed in the paper needs much shorter runtime than the B-SW algorithm and has a more accurate optimization result. The main reason is that the CRS algorithm does not need to encode and decode, greatly reducing the program redundancy and consequently shortening the algorithm runtime. In addition, the simulation optimization performance of the CRS algorithm is superior to PSO. Therefore, the chaotic small-world optimization algorithm is a very promising optimization means and creates conditions for real-time optimization of the control system.
CONSTRAINED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL (CMPC) BASED ON CHAOTIC SMALL-WORLD OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Rolling Optimization Strategy of CMPC
CMPC steps based on the CRS rolling optimization strategy are as follows:
Step1: Set initial parameters of the predictive control and the small-world optimization algorithm.
Step2: Sample input and state variables that the plant has already have at the k-th time.
Step3: Get the multi-step predictive output based on the existing input vector, state vector, and predicted output value of the plant.
Step4: Add input constraints and calculate objective function shown in (7) based on multi-step predictive outputs and reference output.
Step5: Find out the optimal value in neighborhood based on CRS algorithm to make J minimum, and output the values of input vector u(k+1) and state vector x(k+1).
Step6: Return to step2 and go to the next control period, then act u(k+1) and x(k+1) upon the plant and get the next multistep predictive values.
Comparison of Optimal Control Performance
Discuss the CMPC performance by using an optimal control problem of a linear discrete system with constraints (Dong et al. 2009 ). State equations of the system are as follows:
The constraint condition is: -0.5≤u(k)≤0.5, and the form of objective function is shown in (9), where predictive length N=3, control length M=2.
Use PSO, QP and CRS respectively as the rolling optimization strategy of the CMPC systems. The parameters of PSO are set as follows: particle population N=10, learning factors c 1 =2, c 2 =2, inertia weight w=0.5, maximum iterative times M=30. The parameters of CRS are as follows: short distance connection probability P s =0.8, maximum search iterative times K max =30, size of the temporary local network N i =4, chaotic sequence length relevant value M=200.
In Fig. 2 , yr is the ideal output value of system and it can be seen that QP didn't find the global optimum when solving the constrained predictive control. The adjusting time of both CRS and PSO are short and can adjust rapidly, but the overshoot of PSO is so large, even reaching 105%. When considering the sampling time demand of real-time control (in this case it is 0.5s and iterative number is 30), PSO can not satisfy the searching precision and has a certain steadystate error. CRS has almost zero-steady-state error and can follow the system given output rapidly and steadily. Therefore, as the rolling optimization strategy of constrained predictive control, CRS achieves good control effect. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new chaotic small-world optimization algorithm based on real-coding is proposed. The algorithm constructs the smallworld neighborhood and non-neighborhood node set by using an n-dimensional sphere, and introduces chaotic search mechanism into the construction of the node set, making the new algorithm have higher precision and also avoiding the cumbersome calculation process of decoding and encoding. In this way, CRS algorithm has strong global search capability, rapid convergence speed, and high search accuracy. It can not only overcome the shortcomings that the binary-coding small-world algorithm has, but also overcome the shortcomings that particle swarm optimization algorithm has, such as premature phenomena and long online calculating time and so on. Therefore, the algorithm is used in the constrained model predictive control to solve the control problem with constrained input, and achieves the real-time optimal control. All these indicate the superiority of the constrained model predictive control strategy based on chaotic small-world optimization algorithm.
